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ordering operator expected by between:and:. Other examples of
such methods include the collection protocol ( select : , collect : ,
and similar) or geographical functions based on latitude or longitude
( greatCircleDistance or ellipsoidalDistance ).
Based on this observation we propose an abstraction mechanism
which captures these implied methods. Based on the explicit definition of implied methods and their required interface, we also
propose an automatic mechanism to dynamically extend the interface of suitable objects with these methods. As a result, implied
methods separate code specific to domain objects (the implementation of <= which is specific for each class) from code which is
concerned with the dependencies between general operations (the
implementation of between:and:). Thereby, implied methods can
make it easier to make interfaces of heterogeneous libraries compatible to each other.
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INTRODUCTION

Object-oriented systems enable code reuse through inheritance.
While multiple inheritance is a complex mechanism, single inheritance mechanisms limit code reuse as they only allow for reusing
the implementation of a single class [2, 12]. As a result, a group
of mechanisms have been proposed, commonly referred to as mixins [2, 4, 7, 12]. Mixins capture the definition of state, behavior, or
both. To reuse the code of a mixin, developers have to explicitly
apply it to a class.
However, developers might not always be able to explicitly apply a mixin to a class. For example, developers maybe want to
extend the interface of objects created by a library. In such a case,
developers sometimes do not have access to the library code or do
not want to change the class definitions in the library code as the
modifications complicate updates to the library. Another situation,
in which an explicit extension of a class is not possible, is when
developers deal with plain data objects with no explicit class. Such
objects might result from an application allowing users to import
data from unanticipated sources.
For some methods, an explicit application of a mixin is not necessary. Such methods are direct deductions of more basic methods.
For example, between:and:, which checks whether an Object is
within an interval, is directly expressed in terms of <=:
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IMPLIED METHODS

Implied methods consist of two parts:
(1) The method implementation to be provided, for example
between:and:.
(2) A set of conditions the object has to comply with so that
the implied method can be applied. In our example, this
set only includes the condition that the object implements
<=.
To make sure that the object provides the behavior needed for
the implied method, the conditions can check for more than mere
availability of method names. For example, to provide methods
applicable to email addresses, the conditions might check whether
an object is a string and whether its contents match a regular
expression for an email address (see listing 1). This extended set of
powerful conditions is necessary to distinguish between ambiguous
method names, for example the message <= might also refer to a
constructor for an association from right to left.
Generally, an implied method becomes applicable when all conditions are met by an object. The method can then become available
in the interface of the object. As the conditions of an implied method might require other implied methods, the activation uses a
planning algorithm to search for a suitable combination of existing
implied methods.
Implied methods can be applied either in the case of a failed
dispatch or pro-actively, for example at the interface boundary
between a system and a library. Currently, the augmentation of
objects with implied methods is dynamically scoped to not pollute
the base system.

between : min and : max
ˆ min <= s e l f and : [ s e l f <= max ]
This method is generally applicable to any object that implements
<=, given that the implementation matches the semantics of an
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Listing 1: Squeak/Smalltalk example of implied methods
(#localPart, #domain) extending a String object which represents an email address. The condition of these implied methods is the runtime content of String objects.

the idea of Traits [4]. Further, implied methods are a mechanism
to extend existing classes without access to their code. In this
regard it is similar to many extension mechanisms like C# extension
methods [11], GO interfaces [16], and open classes [1, 3]. Scala
implicit classes even enable automatic extensions [14]. However, all
these approaches require developers to explicitly extend a particular
class with the new functionality. Further, most of them require
the extension to be bound to a class and not to objects and their
individual properties.
Pointcuts in aspect-oriented programming (AOP) [9] solve the
issue of explicitly naming a class to extend. However, AOP is
missing combination mechanism taking into account advices of
other applicable aspects.
The automatic mitigation of interface incompatibilities is a general topic of service-oriented architectures [10, 13]. The call-bymeaning approach addresses the challenge for programming languages through a solving algorithm at the heart of any message dispatch. However, it provides no explicit abstraction mechanism [15].

E M a i l S t r i n g c l a s s >># e m a i l R e g e x
ˆ ' ( [ a−zA−Z0 − 9 . ] + )@( [ a−zA−Z0 − 9 \ − . ] + ) '
E M a i l S t r i n g c l a s s >># c o n d i t i o n : o b j e c t
ˆ o b j e c t i s S t r i n g and : [ o b j e c t
matchesRegex : s e l f emailRegex ]
E M a i l S t r i n g >># l o c a l P a r t
( s e l f allMatches : s e l f c l a s s emailRegex )
subExpression : 1
E M a i l S t r i n g >>#domain
( s e l f allMatches : s e l f c l a s s emailRegex )
subExpression : 2
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Implied methods should help with reusing method definitions in
unanticipated situations. Thus, we plan to evaluate the approach
through a case study. We will implement an application for managing personal contacts. As input it gets increasingly heterogeneous
data objects representing contact information (for example vcard
objects from various sources). After each increase in heterogeneity
we adjust the application to work with the new objects once using
ordinary object-oriented mechanisms and once using implied methods. We will evaluate the number of lines of code necessary to
adjust the application and the number of reused methods [6].
One central issue of our approach is the introduction of ambiguity into the system description as multiple implied methods
with the same name might be applicable based on the same interface. Thus, a remaining challenge are mechanisms and tool support
to enable developers to limit the set of useful implied methods to
be applied already during development time.

IMPLEMENTATION AND OBSERVATIONS

We have implemented implied methods in Squeak/Smalltalk [8], to
evaluate the impact on the interactive nature of the environment,
and in Racket/Scheme [5], to evaluate consequences resulting from
a functional language. In both implementations implied methods
are grouped by their set of conditions. In Squeak/Smalltalk all
implied methods with the same set of conditions are described in
one class (see listings 1, 2). In Scheme all implied methods are
multi-methods sharing the same ”conditions class” for their first
argument. Both implementations currently extend the interface
dynamically. To preserve any explicitly defined behavior, such
as ordinary methods defined on the class of the object, implied
methods are dispatched last.
By using implied methods with the Squeak/Smalltalk standard
library, we were, for example, able to augment Point and String
objects with the between:and: message. Further, through defining
some intermediary implied methods we were also able to use one
interface on objects representing address information from three
sources.
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Listing 2: Squeak/Smalltalk example of an implied method
#fullName extending objects which understand #firstName
and #lastName.
FullName c l a s s >># c o n d i t i o n : o b j e c t
ˆ object understands : # firstName
and : [ o b j e c t u n d e r s t a n d s : # l a s t N a m e ]
FullName >># f u l l N a m e
ˆ s e l f firstName asString
, s e l f lastName a s S t r i n g
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